Discover the one-of-a-kind Sigma for your bureau

Entrust’s Durable Graphics technology, originated from our central issuance business with 50+ years of engineering expertise, now inside an efficient desktop form factor

Overview

Durable Graphics technology originated from our central issuance business, a leader in engineering expertise. Now you can try our industry-leading UV-curable technology through our Sigma DS4 Instant Issuance System with Light Curing Module. With the Sigma DS4, Multi-Hopper, and Light Curing Module, you no longer need to stop your MX Series printer for small jobs and can provide sample work to your customers before bulk printing begins. Bring more efficiency and flexibility to your bureau operations by adopting the newest technology in desktop card printing environment.

Sigma Starter Kit for Bureaus

Sigma DS4 Financial Instant Issuance System with Secure Ribbon Scramble

The Sigma DS4 Financial Instant Issuance System instantly issues secure, flat financial cards to banks, credit unions, and retailers. The DS4 works securely with both on-prem and cloud solutions and features a future-proof modular design.

With our newest physical security feature, Secure Ribbon Scramble, we are elevating the security level even more from the best-in-class security standard.

Your Needs

• Is your bureau using our Durable Graphics technology and wanting to utilize the same technology for your smaller jobs?

• Does your bureau want to experience Durable Graphics technology by testing it in a simple and secure desktop setup?

Learn more about the Sigma DS4 with Light Curing Module at entrust.com
**Multi-Hopper Option**

You can configure the Sigma DS4 with the industry-first, modular multi-hopper option.

- Easy-to-remove cassettes make securing card stock at the end of the day fast, simple, and secure
- Produce multiple card types with greater security and operational efficiency
- Print up to 750 cards without ever having to reload card stock

**Light Curing Module**

The Entrust Light Curing Module with Durable Graphics printing technology integrates seamlessly with the Sigma DS4, making it easy to give your cardholders the cool cards they want and the durable cards you need.

- 4 brilliant monochrome colors including white
- Metallic gold and silver option
- Frontside, backside, horizontal, and vertical orientations supported
- All four UV-curable ribbons that are enabled by the Light Curing Module work with Secure Ribbon Scramble

**Sigma Starter Kit for Bureaus**

- Secure Boot
  - Protects printer from outside intrusion, ensuring system was not tampered with through encrypted, secure handshake.

- Trusted Platform Module
  - Enables encrypted storage communication and management of user certificates and keys.

- Intelligent LED and LCD
  - Customizable LED color bar displays an infinite array of colors to fit your brand and branch layout with real-time alerts via LED bar and high-definition display.

- Printer Dashboard
  - Provides branch personnel instant insight into the status of their Sigma, including supplies and cleaning updates via proactive QR code.

- Optimized Supply Experience
  - For fast easy replacement in seconds — no threading required; printhead protector extends unit

Built on trusted identities, secure payments, and data protection.

Learn more at entrust.com